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A weighted translation semigroup S { ,j on L’([w+) is defined by (S,f)(x) = 
($(x)/4(x - t))f(x ~ t) for x > t and 0 otherwise, w-here 4 is a continuous 
nonzero scalar-valued function on iw, It is shown that {S,} is subnormal if and 
only if c$’ is the product of an exponential function rind the Laplace-Stieltjes 
transform of an increasing function of total variation one. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for similarity of weighted translation semigroups is developed. 

I. INTRODCCTION 

In [3] the authors initiated the study of a special class of semigroups of 

operators on L2(lw+), called weighted translation semigroups. Such a scmigroup 

is defined by (S,f)(x) = ($(X)/+(X - t))f(n. - t) if x > t and 0 otherwise, 

where C$ is a continuous nonzero complex-valued function on M, . These 

semigroups appear to be the natural continuous analogs of weighted shifts. 

It was shown in [3] that the following conditions on {S,} are equivalent: 

(i) {S,} is hyponormal, (ii) the infinitesimal generator of {S,} is hyponormal, 

and (iii) log !  $ j is convex. 

The question arose of cquivalcnt conditions that {S,t be subnormal. It 

follows from results in [6] that IS,> 1s subnormal if and only if its infinitesimal 

generator is subnormal. (This is true for arbitrary semigroups as well as weighted 

translation semigroups.) The problem of finding a condition for subnormal 

weighted translation semigroups analogous to (iii) for the hyponormals was 

challenging. 

Even in the case of a single operator ,4 it may be exceedingly difficult to 

determine whether A is sllbnormal. The best known methods are the following: 

(1) write down a normal extension of ,4, or (2) show that A satisfies the IIalmos-- 
Bram criterion for subnormality [I], xI’j=, (Aixi , A’xi) > 0 for each finite 

collection x0 ,..., x, , or (3) in case /J is a wkighted shift, show that -4 satisfies the 
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Berger condition [4, pp. 895-8971 that the sequence of products of the squares 

of the first n weights be a moment sequence, or (4) in case nl is a weighted shift, 
show that the weights of A satisfy Stampfli’s iterated condition [8]. Stampfli’s 
condition allows one to write down the normal extension of a subnormal weighted 

shift. 
One of the main results of this paper (Theorems 2.2 and 2.3) is that a weighted 

translation semigroup (S,} is subnormal if and onlv if its defining function 4 is 
a Laplace-Stieltjes transform of a probability measure. This characterization 
is the continuous analog of the Berger condition. 

In Section 3 several methods for constructing subnormal weighted translation 
semigroups are indicated. Furthermore a criterion is developed to show when 

two such semigroups are similar. 
Throughout the paper we shall use the notation (S,) -$ to mean that IS,) 

is the semigroup on L2 (= L”(lR_)) defined by (S&(x) :: +(x)/+(x - t)f(x - t) 

for x 1: f  ;> 0, and 0 otherwise, We call 4 the suymboZ for {S,]. To avoid needless 
difficulties, we assume that 4 is continuous and nonzero. To insure the strong 
continuity of (S,) [3, Lemma 2.11, we assume that ess SUP,,~, 1(6(.x + t)/+(x); < 
;Ueel” for all t and some constants M and w. Since (S,) - + and (Ttl N p arc 

unitarilv equivalent [3, Theorem 2.51 if and only if / 4/p is constant, we can 
and do-assume that C$ is positive-valued. 

An operator ,JI on a Hilbert space X is subnormal if and only if ,-1 is the 
restriction of a normal operator to an invariant subspace. A semigroup {S,: 
of operators on X is subnormal if and only if each S, is subnormal on A’. By a 

theorem of Ito [6] this is equivalent to the seemingly stronger assertion that 
there exists a normal semigroup {AT,) (on a larger space) such that IS’,) is the 
restriction of {N,: to A-. By an arbitrary semigroup (S,] of operators on a Hilbert 
space .Y wvc mean a set (S,) such that S,, I, the identity operator, and for all s 

and f  in R , S,S, 1 S, .,V.{S,i is a strongly continuous semigroup if lim,.,, S’,f--f 
for all f  in S. 

2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBNORMAL WEIGHTED TRANSLATION SEMIGROUPS 

Our major objective in this section is to characterize the subnormal weighted 
translation semigroups {S,} with symbol 4. This we do in Theorem 2.2 in which 
we show that {S,) is subnormal if and only if 4” has an integral representation 

where p is a probability measure on [0, a]. Th is is analogous to Berger’s result 
on subnormal weighted shifts [4]; S is a subnormal weighted shift with real 
weights {A,, A, ,... } if and only if Pn2 = (A,, ,..., A,)” is a moment sequence, 
finP = si sn dp(s), p a probability measure. 
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Before proving our characterization of subnormal weighted translation 
semigroups we consider arbitrary subnormal semigroups. In [2] Embry proved 
that a single operator S is subnormal if and only if {S*“S”} is a Hausdorff 

moment sequence: S*nSn --= JI s” C+(S), where p is an operator measure, of 
total variation I. The following theorem is the continuous analog for semigroups. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let (S,} he a strongly continuous semigroup. {S,) is subnormal 
if and on& if there exists an integral representation of {S,*S’,) of the form 

st*st == fr7 S+ (fp, 
‘0 

where p is an operator measure of total variation I, and 

Proof. Assume first that {S,) is subnormal and that (N,} on k’ is the minimal 

normal extension of {S,}. Then {N,*N,, 1 is a semigroup of self-adjoint operators 

and by [5, Theorem 22.3.1, p. 5881 th ere exists a spectral resolution CT such that 

N,*N, _ s?= efs do(s) and w,, = lim,,, t-1 log 1’ Nt*N, /I. Let P be the projection 

of Y onto X and define 7 ::= PUP. We have 

IC” 

j:, 
ets d+s) 

where p = 7 0 log. Finally e”‘o lim,,, ~1 N,*N, ~jljt m-7 lim,,., 11 St*St 1,t/‘, since 

{Nt} is the minimal normal extension of {St). 
Now assume that {S,} has the stated integral representation. Then for fixed t, 

SFnStn = Sz,S,, = Ji (s~)~ da, so that {SF”S’,ll> is a Hausdorff moment 
sequence. By [2], this implies that S, is subnormal. Consequently, by [6], 
{St} is subnormal and the proof is complete. 

THEOREM 2.2. The weighted translation semigroup with symbol $ is subnormal 
if and only if there exists a probability measure p on an interval [0, a] surh that, 

on [w+, 

r+“(x) = jo’ P dp(s). (1) 

Proof. Note that if {S,} is the weighted translation semigroup with symbol a, 
then for each f in L2, (S,*S,f)(x) = (@(x + t)/42(x)) f (x) a.e. dx. 
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Assume first that #P(x) --- si ss C+(S), p a probability measure on [0, LZ]. Define 

p(s, x) 

for s in [0, a] and x in R_ For each s in R f  , p(s, x) is a nondecreasing function 

of s and p(n, X) I and ~(0, X) -:-m 0. Thus for each x in R. , p( , X) defines a 
Bore1 measure on [0, CZ]. Furthermore, 

j’L St dp(s, x) -.- (l/p(x)) i,” d . s” dp(s) 

= $b”(x + #5”(x), 

for all t and x in R i . \\‘e conclude first that @‘(.x + t)/~F(zc) C< aI, so that the 
semigroup {S,} with symbol + is strongly continuous [3]. Second, since 
(&*S,~)(X) : (@(WY + t)/+“(~))f(x) m= s: s1 dp(s, Y)~(.Y), we conclude, by ap- 
plying Theorem 2.1, that {S,} is subnormal. 

Conversely, we assume that (S,) is subnormal and S,*S, 1 s: st dp. VL:e shall 

consider p to be a nondecreasing operator-valued function on [0, a], continuous 
from the right on (0, a) with p(a) = I and p(O) =- 0. Integrating by parts, 
we have 

(1 
s,*s, .z a’ - 

c ) p(s rist. 
‘0 

Xow if E is a measurable subset of R, and f  is an element of L” such that f  _ 0 

a.e. on E, then 

0 -= (+2(x + t)L#“(x))J(x) = u”f(x) - Joa (p(s)f)(.r) ds’ 

a.e. on E. Thus J”8 (p(s)f)(x) g(s) dx .m- 0 a.e. on E for all continuous g on R, . 
We conclude that (p(s)f)(x) = 0 f  or all s and almost all x in E. Thus L”(E) is 

invariant under p(s) for each measurable E, implying that p(s) is a multiplication 
operator on L2 and that there exist functions p(s, X) such that, for f  in L2, 
(p(s)f)(x) -:- p(s, x)f(X). Consequently, 

Choosingf to be the characteristic function of [0, l] and s == 0, we have 

C”(t) = r a sf dp(s, 0). 
. 0 

It remains to be shown that p(s, 0) is nondecreasing and of total variation 1. 
Since p(s) is nondecreasing, it follows from the definition of p(s, X) that for 
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each pair s and t of real numbers (s :< t), p(s, s) & p(t, X) for almost all s. 
JVe conclude that, except on a set B of measure zero, p(s, x) < p(t, X) for all s 
and all rational s and t. Since p(s) is continuous from the right, p(s, X) : .; p(t, X) 

for all s and t and all x 6 E. Finally, since p(a) I and p(O) -7 0, we conclude 
that p(s, 0) generates a probability measure; the proof is complete. 

The integral representation (I) for the symbol q5 of a subnormal semigroup 

leads easily to 

COROLLARY 2.3. {S,) is subnormal if and on+ if +’ is the produrt of an 

exponential and a Laplace-Stieltjes transform of a monotone function o of total 
variation 1, 

Proof. In (I), first substitute t s/a. Then substitute u :-m -log t and 
U(U) = 1 - p(ae-“). 

For a general discussion of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms we refer the reader 

to [9]. Several facts concerning the symbols 4 associated with subnormal semi- 
groups are easily obtained. For example, if we define 4”(z) z jr e pZ da(s) for 
Re z 3 0, then 4’ is well-defined (Theorem 3.1, p. 47) and is analytic for 

Re z > 0 (Theorem 5a, p. 57). An immediate result of this fact is that if (S,) k $ 
is subnormal, then 4 is CZ on (0, co). In particular, if + is not differentiable on 

(0, a), then {SJ -4 is not subnormal. We note that any 4 for which log+ 
is convex, but 4 is not, Cc gives rise to a hyponormal, nonsubnormal weighted 
translation semigroup. 

A second observation is that if & and & are symbols for subnormal semigroups 
and &(x) = +a(~) for each x in an infinite subset of (w, with a cluster point in 
[w+\{O~, then 4, = 4,. In particular, if #l(.t”) ,4e”x on some interval, then 

+r(x) == AebJ’ for all x and (S,) -4 is quasinormal. This is analogous to a result 

of Stampfli [7] concerning subnormal weighted shifts: I f  {X, , A1 ,...) is the 
weight sequence for a subnormal weighted shift and h, = h,. +r for some integer k, 
then h, == X, for all k > 1. 

3. EXAMPLES OF SUBNORMAL WEIGHTED TRANSLATION SEMICROUPS 

In this section we examine some methods in which Theorem 2.2 may be 
used to construct subnormal weighted translation semigroups. 

(i) Perhaps the simplest application of Theorem 2.2 is when dp is a 
point mass, that is, p is defined on an interval [0, c] by 

P(S) L 0 for 0 ~-C s <: d, 

: I for d “’ s .::: c. 
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It then follows that 4”(.v) = j-is” dp(s) x cl”‘. Conversely, we can show that 

if $(x) == a”, then dp is a point mass. It was shown in [3] that the semigroups 
arising in this way are precisely the quasinormal weighted translation semigroups. 

(ii) Let (a,,}:=, be a sequence of nonnegative real numbers such that 
x a, :-= 1. Let g(s) Cri==, (E i- 1) n,s”, 0 :* s < 1. Then g is increasing and 

integrable over [0, 1). Let dp(s) == g(s) A. Then set +a(.~) -7 si s”g(s) ds z 

CL aTI (n -1 l)/(n +- 1 $ x). It follows that (b is the symbol for a subnormal 

weighted translation semigroup. If  we choose a, I and a,,, m_ 0 for all n 2 0, 

we see that (1 -t .~))l/~ is such a symbol. This last gives us an example of a 
subnormal, nonquasinormal weighted translation semigroup. 

(iii) Since a convex combination of increasing functions of total variation 
one is again such a function, we see that the set [$’ : 4 .., 0 and (S,] ,- + is 

subnormal; is convex. 

(iv) Since the product of two absolutely convergent Laplace-Stieltjes 
transforms is again a Laplace-Stieltjes transform [5, p. 2161, we see that {d: 
IS,> - + is subnormal} is a semigroup under multiplication in Cr(R I.). 

Remarks. (a) Categories (iii) and (iv) above indicate that the set of 4’s 

which are the symbols for subnormal semigroups has a reasonable algebraic 
structure in CX(R+). Further development of this structure will be of interest. 

(b) As noted in [3], if (S,) - +A and if for each t ) 0 we set M, == closed 
linear span {&X’,,L, (n+r)fr : n 3 0}, where XC,~,~J is the characteristic function of . , 
the interval (a, b), then ‘21, is invariant for S, and the restriction of S, to A4, is a 
weighted shift with nth weight (J$‘“” 4”(x) dx/~~~-,,, +“(x) dx)ll”. It was shown, 
moreover, that {S,} is subnormal if and only if each of these shifts is subnormal. 

Thus, Theorem 2.2 enables one to construct large numbers of subnormal weighted 
shifts without resorting to Berger’s theorem a correspondingly large number 
of times. 

(c) A slightly different connection between Berger’s representation for 
subnormal weighted shifts and our representation for subnormal weighted 
translation semigroups is arrived at as follows. If  {S,} -4 is subnormal, then 
@(.x) _ J: s” dp(x), for some probability measure p. In particular, (f2(n) m= 
J-i; s” dp(s). Thus /#P(n)} is a moment sequence and, by Berger’s theorem, 
(+(n)/+(n - 1): are the weights of a subnormal weighted shift. 

In [3] it was shown that if {S,} -4 and {T,} N p, then {S,} and {T,} are 
unitarily equivalent if and only if j a/p ’ ; is constant. We conclude this paper by 

establishing a necessary and sufficient condition for similarity of weighted 
translation semigroups. Before doing so, however, it is necessary for us to review 
some of the basic properties of invertibly weighted shifts and show how these 
properties relate to weighted translation semigroups. In this regard we wish 
to express our thanks to Warren Wogen for his helpful suggestions. 

580:12$3-5 
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If (A&yzl is a sequence of invertible operators on a Hilbert space II such 

that supn ‘1 A, ‘1 < r~;, then the operator 5’ defined on E,(H) = H 0 H @ ... by 

is called the invertibly weighted shift with weight sequence {A,). Let S and ‘I 
be invertibly weighted shifts with weight sequences {A,,) and {B,}, respectively, 

and define S, = AJ,_, ‘.. A, , S, -= I, and define (TJ similarly in terms 
of {BR). Let X be an operator on I,(H) with matrix [Xij]Tj=,, relative to the 
decomposition N @ N 0 ... of I?(N). It is shown in [7] that SA’ ~-~ X7’ if and 
only if 

Lyij .: 0 i -.. .j, 

Now, if {S,} - +, then each St is unitarily equivalent to an invertibly weighted 

shift. To see this fix t > 0 and for each MEL’ write f  = C,“=, of,& , where 
fn EL~(O, t) is given byf,(x) = f(~ +- nt). Th’ IS establishes a unitary equivalence 

between L2(R+) and I,(L2(0, t)). M oreover, this equivalence identifies S, with 

the invertibly weighted shift S with weight sequence {multiplication b! 

?L!A-XL . 

THEOREM 3.1. The weighted translation semigroups {S,] N 4 and [T,j - p 

are similar if a?ld only if 4/p and p/4 aye bounded. 

Proof. From [3, Lemma 2.11 we see that there is no loss in generality in 

assuming that C$ and p are positive valued. Suppose there exist constants a and h 
so that, for each x in R+ , 0 < n --< $(X)/P(N) < tr < GC. Then one easily verifies 
that the operator -4 given by multiplication by ~$/p is invertible and satisfies 
AT, =-= S,A for each t 3 0. Conversely, suppose (S,} and (TJ are similar. 
Let X be an invertible operator satisfying S,S ~~ XT, for all t 2 0. Fix t :> 0. 

By the remarks concerning invertibly weighted shifts preceding this theorem 
we have, for i >, j, 

A$’ : S,!“‘($!$)-l &$,j.o( Tjf’)-lz 

where the t superscript is used as a reminder that all decompositions, matrices, 
etc. are with respect to L2(R+) lz(L2(0, t)). Also Sy’ is the operator on L2(0, t) 
given by 

and similarly for CT:“]. Xote that j: SC) I, SUp”.:skf (f$(x -+ nt)/gx)). Now WC 
see that for each n :G 0, Si2TJL” = S$X&). .Mso, since X is invertible and 
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T,A-l =~ A-‘S, , X-m1 has a lower triangular matrix with respect to the dc- _ 

composition in question, and (Smr)$ :_ (xY,$,‘)m I. Thus 

Letting r _~ 1, X lj Jo S r ij we see that, for every t 0 and everv positive integer 
II, SUP,,(,~/~ (4(x + nt)/$(x)) $1 c supOcl.if (p(x’+ nt)/p(x)). Kow, since + and p 

are bounded above and away from 0 on [0, I], there is a constant (I so that, 
for all n ;:: 0 and all t E [0, I], supocncr 4(x + nt) :G. d . “Up~rr<tp(x ~_ VI). \Ye 
shall show that 4(y) 21 d. p(y) f  or all 1’ -- 0. Assume the contrary. Then, for _ 

some 3’ > 0, 4(y) > d p(y). B>- continuity this strict inequalit?- must hold on 

some interval (a, b). But then there is a number t in (0, l] (an!? t -:. (b ~)r’2 
will do) and an integer n so that (nt, (n -1 I)t) C (a, b). But then we would have 
SLIP~;,,~~ 4(x f  nt) in d supOkrCL p(.x I nt), which is impossible. Thus 4(y) 
d p(y) for all y. By reversing the roles of 4 and p, ne see that both 4/p and 

p/a are bounded, completing the proof. 

Remadz. Theorem 3.1 shows that a weighted translation semigroup ma!- 
be similar to a subnormal weighted translation semigroup without its symbol 
enjoying any of the smoothness properties associated, via Theorem 2.2, with 

the symbol of a subnormal weighted translation semigroup. Indeed, even using 
the isometric semigroup (U,) associated with 4(x) =:~ 1, we see that if {T,} - p 

then {Tt} and (17,) are similar if and only if p and I/p are bounded; that is, 
the graph of p lies in a finite horizontal strip which is bounded away from the 
x-axis. 
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